SearchPath – Where are the Videos? What happened to the Table of Contents? Where are the Modules?

Once you are self-enrolled in SearchPath, if you cannot see the Modules and quizzes, you may have clicked on one of the icons under the Table of Contents.

These icons:

1) Minimize Table of Contents
2) Collapse Table of Contents
3) Move [table of contents] to Bottom

If you log out or change computers, the Minimize, Collapse or Move change will stay.

If you have clicked one of the icons you will need to find the icons to Expand Table of Contents, Maximize Table of Contents or Move [the table of contents] to the Left.

To undo Minimize, click on Expand Table of Contents or Maximize Table on Contents.
To undo Move to Bottom, scroll down and click Move to the Left.

Questions? Contact Joan Morrison joan.morrison@macewan.ca